Coalescing A* Algorithm and CLS Method for Improving Underwater Sensor Networks
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Abstract

Underwater Sensor Network (UWSN) is an emerging network exemplar which consists of underwater sensors that perform monitoring and resource exploration tasks over a given area. The UWSNs have high potential for monitoring the health of marine environments. The major drawbacks in UWSNs is the long propagation delay and draining of node’s energy, which reduces network lifetime. In order to overcome these snags, the combined localisation-synchronisation algorithm, which increases network lifetime by combining location and time synchronization information of nodes, and A* algorithm, which reduces the propagation delay by allowing packet transmission in multiple paths, has been coalesced. The proposed method collaboratively reduces propagation delay and increases network lifetime. It improves various QoS parameter such as throughput, end to end delay, packet delivery ratio and network lifetime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the enabling technologies for the development of future ocean-observation systems and sensor networks is Wireless information transmission through the ocean. Applications of underwater sensing range from, oil industry to aquaculture, instrument monitoring, pollution control, climate recording, and prediction of natural disturbances, search and survey missions, and study of marine life. The advancements in underwater sensor networks technologies enabled large scale underwater wireless sensor networks deployment in ocean. Due to the ease of deployment of sensor nodes, underwater wireless sensor networks have a vast range of applications such as monitoring of oceanic environment and rescue missions. An underwater wireless sensor network is made of spatially distributed sensor nodes, used to monitor environmental or physical conditions like pressure, temperature, motion, etc. The sensor nodes are deployed with the main objective to gather useful information from the field in an effective way.

Relying on the assumption that nodes are equipped with self-navigation systems, these are accurate for use in short periods of time [1]. They typically have a low-power processor, a memory, a transceiver, and a power source. UWSNs generally consist of a base station, which can communicate wirelessly with the sensor nodes. The sensor nodes collect data, compress it, and transmit it to the base station directly or indirectly through other sensor nodes present in the network using routing algorithms.

II. PROBLEM DOMAIN

For efficient monitoring, it is required that the accurate position of node is known, from where the information is detected. For this reason, in underwater communication, usually localization and time synchronization of nodes is necessary. When these two work together, the energy of nodes is saved, thus increasing network’s lifetime.

An important factor to consider is the attribute of sound waves. Most previous researches assumed that the sound speed in underwater communication is either constant or unknown [2]. In UWSNs, sound speed varies with depth, called “stratification effect”. An approach for combined localization and synchronization in UWSN, considers the stratification effect compensation. This approach is based on packet exchanges between anchor nodes and other nodes using directional navigation systems employed in nodes to obtain accurate motion estimates of nodes.

To reduce propagation delay and increase efficiency of packet transfer, it is necessary to maintain a list of cost effective paths. For this purpose, A* algorithm is used for optimal path-finding, which refers to finding the shortest route between two end points [4].

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In the proposed system, a new approach of coalescing combined localisation-synchronisation algorithm and A* algorithm is done with the main objective of reducing propagation delay and increasing network lifetime.
IV. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

The proposed architecture provides a solution for reducing the propagation delay in Under Water Sensor Networks. The main goal of the architecture is to provide: Reduced propagation delay, increased network lifetime, Time and Location synchronization of sensor nodes and optimal path selection.
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**Fig. 1: Overall Architecture for propagation delay in UWSN’s**

A. **Node Deployment**

Initially, a network is formed where sensors are deployed in the Acoustic channel. The network may have static surface buoys and base station and anchor nodes. The remaining deployed sensors will be non-static. The network will have a non-static Object node, which will get information from anchor node and sends to base station via surface buoys.

B. **Anchor Node Selection**

Anchor points selection is a crucial step of the data gathering process since it determines the efficiency of energy transferring and the latency of data gathering. A trivial scheme is to simply visit all the sensor nodes, gather data and store it. Anchor nodes are selected based on the energy limits. Anchor nodes are used for gathering data easily from the neighboring sensor and sending the data to base station using object node [7].

C. **Time and Location Synchronization**

Time and Location Synchronization is used to find out the nodes exact position at a particular time. The CLS (Combined localization and synchronization) Algorithm, for synchronizing the time and location of each sensor nodes is used. It involves Localization with Iteration [2].

D. **Path Finding**

Path-finding is done by A* algorithm, which initially calculates and maintains a list of all available optimal paths. It selects the path of lowest weight using priority queue. This reduces data traffic by providing multiple path selection across the network. This enhances packet delivery ratio and minimizes delay [3].
V. ALGORITHMS USED

A. Combined Localisation – Synchronisation Algorithm

The combined localisation-synchronisation algorithm is an approach where localization and time synchronization of nodes work together with the aim to save nodes energy.

1) Step 1: Using TOA for Initial Locations

In order to calculate ordinary node’s initial location, it is assumed that the ordinary node has been synchronized. This means that initial clock skew is assigned “1”, and initial clock offset is assigned “0” [6].

2) Step 2: Quantization of Nodes

The set of possible input and output values may be infinitely large, and may possibly be continuous and therefore uncountable. Thus quantization is necessary [10]. In this step, the locations of the ordinary node and the anchor nodes are quantized so that multiple ToA communication measurements are associated with the same pair of quantized locations. To quantize the anchor nodes, packets are associated with the same set of anchor nodes.

3) Step 3: Synchronisation of Nodes

The packets required to synchronize all nodes is the function of a number of hops over a temporarily fixed routing path. Synchronization of nodes is the process of making two or nodes have the required information at a given time.

Maintaining accurate timing, or synchronization, in underwater networks is necessary to ensure overall performance is maintained.

Packet delay is defined as the time between the first attempt to send a packet and the successful reception of this packet. Once synchronized the delay reduces by 35% [8].

4) Step 4: Localization with Iterative Refinement

In this step localization is performed using propagation delay estimates [2].

B. A* Algorithm

A* is the most popular choice for path-finding and it is very flexible. It is a generic search algorithm that can be used to find solutions for many problems, path-finding just being one of them. For path-finding, A* algorithm repeatedly examines the most promising unexplored location it has seen. When a location is explored, the algorithm is finished if that location is the goal; otherwise, it makes note of all that location’s neighbors for further exploration. Figure 3 shows the workflow of A* algorithm.
A* uses a best-first search and detects a least-cost path from initial node to final node. As A* traverses the graph, it builds up a tree of partial paths. The leaves of this tree are stored in a priority queue that orders the leaf nodes by a cost function, which combines a heuristic estimate of the cost to reach a goal and the distance travelled from the initial node [3]. Specifically, the cost function is

\[ f(n) = g(n) + h(n). \]

Here, 
- g(n) is the known cost of getting from the initial node to any node;
- h(n) is a heuristic estimate of the cost to get from a node to goal node.

A* maintains two sets of list,
- Open \(\rightarrow\) Nodes examining.
- Closed \(\rightarrow\) Nodes examined.

VI. RESULT

The Simulation result of 3d Nam window is show below, where the nodes are deployed and static base station is fixed and the anchor nodes are being selected. The object node will get information from anchor nodes and forward it to base station through the optimal path.
Fig. 5: Node Deployment

Fig. 4: Anchor Nodes transfer packets to Object node

Fig. 7: Packets transmission from object node to base station

Fig. 8: Comparison graph of propagation delay
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

The proposed system reduces data transfer delay and increases the network lifetime by combining the localisation-synchronisation method and A* algorithm. It also improves the various QoS parameters such as throughput, end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio and network lifetime.

In future work, advanced tracking algorithm can be used and path-finding algorithm can be enhanced to reduce the processing time for path selection.
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